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Abstract:  This paper presents an overview over an experiment, which investigated the effect
of dynamic (e.g. animations) and static (e.g. pictures) media types for process oriented
learning content. Teachers who want to apply new technology in education need guidelines in
order to develop the presentations themselves, supervise programmers or to know what to buy.
Many fragments for such guidelines do exist, our experiment is a contribution to build a
consistent empirically based knowledge base in this area. A small advantage of animations for
pictures was found, more attention should be given to the design of such presentations.

Introduction

Multimedia is a challenge for the educational field, insofar as consistent guidelines for how to apply the different
media types for the presentation of learning materials are lacking. The tools for developing multimedia presenta-
tions are still not easily applicable for teachers. Hence, teachers may have the choice between not applying new
technology, learning how to implement presentations themselves or organise the necessary productions with
external resources. Whenever the two latter options are chosen guidelines about how to make high quality
presentations are needed, either for supporting own development, to supervise a programmer or to know what to
buy. This paper presents an experiment in which features relevant for the presentation of dynamic learning con-
tents (processes) were compared. A former experiment investigated how to present static learning contents (prin-
ciples) (Guttormsen Schär, Kaiser, & Krueger, 1999). We have taken a task dependent approach to media alloca-
tion, based on a general categorisation of the learning content as concepts, principles, facts and processes
(Merrill, 1983). In the multimedia context, dynamic features could be animation, film, voice or simulation. Em-
pirical guidelines for the implementation of multimedia for dynamic learning material are only slowly
approaching. The reason is, on the one hand, that the tools and technical resources for the production of dynamic
presentations are only recently easy to apply. On the other hand, the design of experiments in this area requires
much effort, because the production of unique testmaterial (e.g. animations) is both time and resource demand-
ing. Nevertheless, to realise the pedagogical potential of multimedia, there is a great need for such research.

Experiment

The general hypothesis was that process oriented learning material is better learned with dynamic presentations,
in this case operational defined as animations. The experimental conditions are shown in Table 1. Unique anima-
tions of 5 different processes were produced; the static presentations were derived from the animations. The
experimental situation was fully computerised and all the data was registered in a log-file. Operational definitions
of learning performance are given below:
Visual: The recognition of logically correct pictures, under a selection of similar pictures with small errors.
Active: Complete incomplete sentences in which essential concepts or expressions were missing.
Passive: Choosing correct statements from a collection of both wrong and correct examples from the tasks.
Preferences: “Which of the presentation forms (/ tasks) did you like most?”

Experiment Presentation form Task
5 x 5 within group
Randomisation: form and task
Subjects: 27 adult, both sexes
Learning performance:
visual, passive & active

Animation
Animation + voice
Animation + QT control
Picture + voice
Picture + text

Heart functions / ECG
The protein synthesis
The Malaria cycle
Off-side rules in soccer
Solar eclipse

Table 1: presentation forms and tasks in the experiment



Results

Table 2 shows the effect of presentation form on the subjects learning performance. No effects of the control
variables (sex, task order, computer knowledge, age) were found.

Performance Effects of presentation form (* sign. below p < 0.05)
Visual knowledge No effect

Active knowledge No effect

Passive knowledge* Animation + Voice & Picture + Voice >
Animation & Animation +Control

Preference* Animation + Voice >
Animation & Animation + Control & Picture + Text

Table 2: Effects of Presentation Forms

Discussion and Conclusion

The benefit of dynamic presentation was smaller than expected. However, the fact that we found no difference
between presentations with animation (without voice) and picture + text shows that movement possesses basic
informational quality. The hypothesis is further supported in that the best learning effect was achieved with pres-
entation forms including a dynamic factor (animation and voice). The pictures were carefully produced to
represent the same information as the animations (e.g. movements were indicated with arrows). Hence, the
relative good effect of pictorial information may reflect good picture quality more than low importance of
animation. In conclusion, animations alone are no guarantee of good learning performance when pictures and
voice can be produced with high information quality. Still, animated presentations were preferred by the subjects.
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